MILP model formulation {#nomen0010}
======================

$\mathbf{c} \in \mathbf{C},\mathbf{C} = \left\{ {Market\ i,\ i = 1,4} \right\}$

:   Market of Recovered Product

$\mathbf{e} \in \mathbf{E},\mathbf{E} = \left\{ {Landfill,Incineration,Co - incineration} \right\}$

:   No-fibre Recovery Pathways

$\mathbf{i} \in \mathbf{I},\mathbf{I} = \left\{ {Cured\ and\ chopped\ composite} \right\}$

:   Intermediate product

$\mathbf{l},\mathbf{l}^{'} \in \mathbf{L}$, $L = \begin{Bmatrix}
{{ACAL,\ ALPC,\ ARA,\ BFC,\ BRE,\ CVL,\ IDF,\ LRMP,\ NOR,\ }{NPCP,\ PACA,\ PL}} \\
\end{Bmatrix}$

:   Location/region

ACAL

:   Alsace-Champagne-Ardenne-Lorraine

ALPC

:   Aquitaine-Limousin-Poitou-Charentes

ARA

:   Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

BFC

:   Bourgogne-France-Comté

BRE

:   Bretagne

CVL

:   Centre-Val de Loire

IDF

:   Île-de France

LRMP

:   Languedoc-Roussillon-Midi-Pyrénées

NOR

:   Normandie

NPCP

:   Nord Pas-de-Calais Picardie

PACA

:   Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur

PL

:   Pays de la Loire

$p \in P,P = \left\{ {Powdered,Fibrous,Fibre,Oligomers} \right\}$

:   Recovered Product from Fibre Recycling Technique

$r \in R,R = \left\{ {grinding,pyrolysis,\ SCW,\ microwave} \right\}$

:   Fibre recycling technique

$s \in S$, $\text{S} = \left\{ \text{small,medium,large} \right\}$

:   Plant scale

$t \in T,T = \left\lbrack {0;20 \subset} \right\rbrack$

:   Year

$w \in W,W = \begin{Bmatrix}
{{dry\ fibre,\ uncured\ production,\ }{cured\ production,\ EOL}} \\
\end{Bmatrix}$

:   Waste type
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CAPEL~el~

:   Capacity of no-fibre recovery technique ***e*** at region ***l***, (tonnes of waste/year)

CAPR0~rs~

:   Standard maximum recycling capacity of deployed recovery of technique ***r*** at scale ***s***

CAPROL~rl~

:   Recycling capacity of the existing recovery site of technique ***r*** at region ***l***, (tonnes of waste/year)

CQL~cp~

:   Minimum quality of product ***p*** accepted by sector ***c*** (%)

DIST~ll'~

:   Distance between region ***l*** and region ***l'***, (km)

ECOM

:   Energy for compression (kWh/tonne)

EPR~w~

:   Energy used for pre-treatment of waste ***w*** (kwh/tonne)

GWPE

:   GWP impacts of electricity (tonnes CO~2~ eq./MJ)

GWPNRAU~we~

:   Avoided GWP impact of no-fibre recovery pathway ***e*** from waste ***w*** (tonnes CO~2~ eq./tonne of waste)

GWPNRU~e~

:   GWP impacts of treatment by no-fibre recovery pathway ***e*** (tonnes CO~2~ eq./tonne of waste)

GWPP~p~

:   GWP impacts of conventional production of product ***p*** (tonnes CO~2~ eq./tonne of product)

GWPTRU

:   GWP impacts of transport (tonnes CO~2~ eq./t.km)

GWPWR~rw~

:   GWP impacts of treatment of waste ***w*** by fibre recycling technique ***r*** (tonnes CO~2~ eq./tonne of waste)

INV0~rs~

:   Unit investment cost for a deployed recovery site of technique ***r*** at scale ***s*** (€)

OCOST~rs~

:   Other direct cost (labour, maintenance) of deployed recovery site ***r*** at scale ***s*** (€/year)

PCOM

:   Cost of compression (€/tonne)

PE

:   Unit cost of electricity (€/kWh)

PIR~ri~

:   Unit cost of treatment of recycling technique ***r*** for intermediate product ***i*** (€/tonne)

PNR~ew~

:   Unit cost of no-fibre recovery technique ***e*** for waste ***w*** (€/tonne)

PP~p~

:   Price of recovered product ***p*** (€/tonne)

PSTW~w~

:   Unit cost of waste storage (€/tonne of waste)

PTR0

:   Cost of normal transport for recovered product (same for all type product p) (€/tkm)

PTR~w~

:   Cost of transport for waste ***w*** (€/tkm)

PWR~rw~

:   Unit cost of treatment of recycling technique ***r*** for waste ***w*** (€/tonne)

QLPRP~wp~

:   Quality of recovered product ***p*** from waste ***w*** by pretreatment (%)

QLRPI~irp~

:   Quality of recovered product ***p*** from intermediate ***i*** by recycling technique ***r*** (%)

QLRPW~wrp~

:   Quality of recovered product ***p*** from waste ***w*** by recycling technique ***r*** (%)

QW~wtl~

:   Waste quantity ***w*** generated at region ***l*** at year ***t***, (tonnes of waste)

RIRP~rpi~

:   Conversion ratio from intermediate product ***i*** to final product ***p*** by fibre recycling technique ***r*** (%)

RNR~e~

:   Revenue from no-fibre recovery pathway ***e*** (€/tonne of waste)

RWRP~rpw~

:   Conversion ratio from waste ***w*** to final product ***p*** by fibre recycling technique ***r*** (%)

XDP~cpl~

:   Index of existence of sector ***c*** for product ***p*** at region ***l***

XIR~ir~

:   Acceptance index of fibre recycling technique ***r*** for intermediate product ***i***, 1 if the technique ***r*** can treat the intermediate product ***i***, 0 otherwise

XPRP~wp~

:   Conversion rate of waste ***w*** to product ***p*** after pretreatment

XPR~w~

:   Index for waste ***w*** which does not need recycling process after pretreatment step for recovery, 1 if the waste ***w*** does not go to the recycling process for recovery, 0 otherwise

XTR~ll'~

:   Factor of transport, 1 if two regions (***l*** and ***l'***) are different; 0 otherwise

XWI~wi~

:   Index of conversion waste ***w*** to intermediate product ***i*** after pretreatment

XWNR~we~

:   Acceptance index of no-fibre recovery technique ***e*** for waste ***w***, 1 if the technique ***e*** can treat the waste ***w***, 0 otherwise

XWPR~w~

:   Index for waste ***w*** which can go to pre-treatment step separately from recycling process, 1 if the separated pretreatment step is opened for the waste ***w***, 0 otherwise

XWR~wr~

:   Acceptance index of fibre recycling technique ***r*** for waste ***w***, 1 if the technique ***r*** can treat the waste ***w***, 0 otherwise

ω

:   Ratio of maximum storage capacity to maximum recycling capacity at a deployed recovery site
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FIIR~irtll'~

:   Flow of intermediate product ***i*** transported from pretreatment deployed site at ***l*** to deployed recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FIOR~irtll'~

:   Flow of intermediate product ***i*** transported from pretreatment existing site at ***l*** to existing recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPIDR~wrpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** recovered from waste ***w*** by direct recycling from deployed recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPIIR~irpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** recovered from ***i*** by deployed recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPIPR~wrpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** obtained from pretreatment of waste ***w*** by deployed recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPODR~wrpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** recovered from waste ***w*** by direct recycling from existing recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPOIR~irpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** recovered from ***i*** by existing recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FPOPR~wrpctll'~

:   Flow of product ***p*** obtained from pretreatment of waste ***w*** by existing recovery site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** and then distributed to market ***c*** at ***l'*** in year ***t*** (tonnes)

FWNR~wetl~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** to no-fibre recovery technique ***e*** in year ***t*** at region ***l***, (tonnes)

FWRIDR~wrtl~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** for directly recovery at deployed recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FWRIPR~wrtl~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** for pretreatment at deployed site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FWRI~wrtll'~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** from waste source ***l*** transported directly to deployed recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l'*** in year *t*, (tonnes)

FWRODR~wrtl~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** for directly recovery at existing recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FWROPR~wrtl~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** for pretreatment at existing site of technique ***r*** at ***l*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

FWRO~wrtll'~

:   Flow of waste ***w*** from waste source ***l*** transported directly to existing recycling site of technique ***r*** at ***l'*** in year ***t***, (tonnes)

QWRS~wrtl~

:   Quantity of waste ***w*** stored at a deployed recycling site ***r*** in year ***t*** at region ***l***, (tonnes)

YRSTL~rstl~

:   Binary variable for implementation of new recycling site of technique ***r*** at scale ***s*** in year ***t*** at region ***l***

Specifications TableSubjectModelling and SimulationSpecific subject areaMulti-period Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model, Process Systems Engineering, Supply Chain OptimisationType of dataTable\
MILP model formulation: Parameters, Variables, Constraints, Objective functions.How data were acquiredThe data were acquired by literature analysis, by use of Simapro v7.3 software tool and EcoInvent database, by use of institutional sources (Eurostat for energy prices) or from Airbus and Boeing websites for aircraft deliveries and calculation of CFRP content.\
The model was created by the authors within the framework of SEARRCH (Sustainability Engineering Assessment Research for Recycling Composite with High value) project supported by ANR (Agence Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique).Data formatRaw\
Analyzed\
MILP model formulation: Variables, Constraints, Objective functions, ParametersParameters for data collectionThe parameters include the main features of the supply chain dedicated to CFRP waste management, the key parameters, constraints and objective functions to be considered, i.e., environmental and economic criteria.Description of data collectionThe model determines CFRP waste supply chain configurations. Various scenarios can thus be studied for the deployment of new sites in a multi-period approach considering the case study of France for illustration purpose. The solutions obtained from optimisation process allow developing optimal strategies for the implementation of CFRP recovery with recycled fibres (of acceptable quality) for the targeted substitution use while minimising cost/maximising profit for an economic criterion and minimising an environmental impact based on Global Warming Potential (GWP).Data source locationEuropean (mainly French) sources\
Case study of France for CFRP waste supply chain deploymentData accessibilityWith the articleRelated research articleAnh Vo Dong, Catherine Azzaro-Pantel, Marianne Boix, A multi-period optimisation approach for deployment and optimal design of an aerospace CFRP waste management supply chain, Waste Management, Volume 95, 2019, Pages 201--216, ISSN 0956-053X, <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wasman.2019.05.002>.**Value of the Data**•An optimisation framework for aerospace CFRP waste supply chain is developed for deployment and design stages.•This systemic work addresses the challenge of circular economy and emphasizes the importance of modelling and optimisation.•The recycling routes involve a mix of technologies, i.e., Grinding, Pyrolysis, Supercritical Water and Microwave processes. A bicriteria approach is based on cost and environmental (GWP) objectives.•The methodology can be replicated in other supply chain contexts.

1. Data {#sec1}
-------

The dataset contains:-the list of parameters and the set of integer/continuous variables that are involved in the MILP model formulation through the constraints and objective functions i.e., the environmental and economic criteria that have been considered. Many of the variables are continuous (e.g. flows of wastes), but there is a set of discrete variables that represent design choices (e.g. choice of a recycling technology).-the aircraft deliveries for each model (Airbus and Boeing) from 1991 to 2010 (pieces) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) that have been used for the identification of CFRP waste potential either after their End-Of-Life or as production scrap (see the companion paper).Table 1Aircraft deliveries for each model from 1991 to 2010 (pieces).Table 119911992199319941995199619971998199920002001200220032004200520062007200820092010A30025222223171461388119812996A31019242222221A31891098171362A3191847538811289857287142137105988851A320119111714834385880101101119116119101121164194209221297A3211622162235332849353335173051668751A3301930101423444335423147566268727687A34022251928332420192216332824241113104A3801121018MD-80140844323181216826MD-9013252634135MD-113142361718151212842B70714501B717123249201212135B737 (Original & Classic)21521815212189761321164220000000000B737 NG0000003166278280299223173202212302330290372376B74764615640252639534725312719151314161480B75780997169434246546745452914112B767626351413743424744444035249101212101312B77713325974835561473936406583618874Total769729547435380397557793914803852684586605668832894858979972Average wt% CFRP per plane1.181.261.772.102.913.173.343.474.044.264.194.464.875.15.045.35.446.266.276.89[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]-the distances between regions for road transportation (km) that have been considered in the distribution echelon of the supply chain model (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Distance between regions for road transportation (km) <https://www.google.com/maps/>.Table 2NPCPNORBREACALIDFPLCVLBFCALPCARALRMPPACANPCP02565695542256003485028006918951001NOR2560311638142387241444655594787904BRE56931108303491073026174617387001046ACAL5546388300490865587330970493972800IDF2251423494900384130313582464678773PL6003871078653840334638347685586986CVL3482413025871303340315469465555758BFC5024446173303136383150724194727504ALPC8006554619705823474697240556246645ARA6915947384934646854651945560537314LRMP8957877009726785865557272465370403PACA100190410468007739867585046453144030-The data used in the bicriteria formulation, i.e. for the determination of CFRP waste treatment Unit Cost and GWP impact (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Data for Unit Cost and GWP impact in the modelled system.Table 3Material/ActivityUnit CostGWP impactInput Electricity0.091 €/kWh \[[@bib5]\]0.0262 kg CO~2~ eq./MJ (Electricity, medium voltage, at grid/FR -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Input Natural Gas0.16 €/m^3^ \[[@bib6]\]0.38 kg CO~2~ eq./m^3^ (Natural gas, at long-distance pipeline/RER -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Input Pure Water2.20 €/tonne \[[@bib6]\]0.000679 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Water, ultrapure, at plant/GLO -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Input Cooling Water13.27 €/1000 m^3^ \[[@bib6]\]0Limestone90.91 €/tonne \[[@bib7]\]0.0132 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Limestone, milled, loose, at plant/CH U -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Clinker/0.901 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Clinker, at plant/CH -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Heat from coal/0.131 kg CO~2~/MJ (Heat, at hard coal, burned industrial furnace, 1--10MW/MJ/RER -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Electricity (valorised from heat in incineration)/0.0256 kg CO~2~ eq./MJ (Electricity, medium voltage, production FR, at grid/FR -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Virgin ex-PAN Carbon Fibre/31 kg CO~2~ eq./kg \[[@bib8]\]Virgin Glass Fibre1-30 €/kg \[[@bib9]\]2.6 kg CO~2~/kg \[[@bib10]\]Recycled Glass fibre0.25 €/kg \[[@bib11]\]/Oligomers1.52 €/kg \[[@bib7]\]3.86 kg CO~2~/kg (Phenol, at plant/RER -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)CFRP waste landfilling95 €/tonne \[[@bib12]\]0.0897 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Disposal, plastics, mixture, 15.3% water, to sanitary landfill/CH -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Ash landfilling (in incineration)95 €/tonne \[[@bib12]\]0.0122 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Disposal, inert material, 0% water, to sanitary landfill/CH -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)Matrix combustion (in pyrolysis)/2.35 kg CO~2~ eq./kg (Disposal, plastics, mixture, 15.3% water, to municipal incineration/CH -- Ecoinvent v2.2/ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06)-The Investment Cost for Recovery Pathways ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Data of investment cost for recovery pathways.Table 4TechniqueInvestment Cost for Process in literatureCAPEX used in Economic AssessmentGrinding200 000 € for a shredder of capacity of 4000 tonnes/year \[[@bib13]\]265 000 € of capacity of 4000 tonnes/yearPyrolysis10 000 000 € for capacity of 20 000--80 000 tonnes/year \[[@bib14]\]1 450 000 € of capacity of 2000 tonnes/yearMicrowave9 400 000 £ for capacity of 50 000 tonnes/year (tyres application) \[[@bib15]\]2 550 000 € of capacity of 2000 tonnes/yearSupercritical water5 770 000 \$ for capacity of 150 kg/hour \[[@bib6]\]6 430 000 € of capacity of 1000 tonnes/year

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
----------------------------------------------

This section presents the constraints and objectives used in the model which is part and parcel of the methodological framework developed to design the network of CFRP waste management. The model encompasses the dynamic variation of waste quantity by a bi-criteria optimisation including economic objective and environmental objectives.

The parameters (see Section Data) correspond to the data that must be collected to model the waste supply chain and analyse its dynamic behaviour. The list of data that is presented constitutes the supplementary materials for the companion paper of this article \[[@bib1]\] (to avoid redundancy, the other parameters that are not explicitly mentioned here can be found in Ref. \[[@bib1]\]). The model that was developed creates the links between this set of data and the integer and continuous variables that have also been presented through constraints as well as the objective functions that have been involved in the MILP model. This model could also be viewed as a tool to acquire data for supply chain management, i.e. the results of the optimisation model that are the values of the variables that are computed as optimal solutions of the optimisation model that was developed by the authors \[[@bib1]\]. The reader must refer to the base paper to have information about the assumptions related to CFRP recycling/recovery technologies, the spatio-temporal availability of CFRP sources and demand scenarios. The results of the optimisation model have been presented and discussed in detail in Ref. \[[@bib1]\].

The model can solve problems of the following type:

**Given:**

Spatio-temporal demands for resources and energy services.

Spatio-temporal availability of CFRP sources.

Characteristics of each CFRP recycling/recovery technology.

**Determine:**

**Network design**.

Location, number and capacity of recycling technologies.

Structure of transport infrastructure network.

When and where to/install the technologies.

**Network operation**.

Which resources to convert, store and transport (how much, where and when).

Which technologies to use at different times.

Transport flows between different regions.

**Subject to:**

Demand satisfaction.

Conservation and other physical laws.

Technological constraints (e.g. availability of technologies).

**Objective:**

Minimise cost.

Minimise environmental impact (e.g. GWP Global Warming Potential).

Maximise value (e.g. profit).

Any combination of the above.

### 2.1. Constraints {#sec2.1}

#### 2.1.1. Deployment of new recycling sites {#sec2.1.1}

For the waste scenarios that have been considered (see Ref. \[[@bib1]\]) (except the as "Business as usual" (BAU) scenario where the quantity of wastes is constant over the years), the production wastes have been varied by an annual variation rate (***δ***) (see Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}); the end-of-life waste is estimated similarly to the assumptions made in Ref. \[[@bib2]\] and based on the projection of retired aircraft (from 2016 to 2035) from delivered aircraft of Airbus and Boeing from 1991 to 2010 (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) over an average 25-year lifespan of airplane.$$QW_{t \in \text{T,\,}l \in \text{L,\,}w \in \text{W} \smallsetminus {\{ EOL\}}} = QW_{t = 1,\mspace{2mu} l \in \text{L,\,}w \in \text{W} \smallsetminus {\{ EOL\}}} \times \left( {1 + \delta} \right)^{t - 1}$$

The implementation of a new recycling site is expressed by a binary variable (***YRSTL***~***rstl***~) and depends on the recovery technique (***r***), the scale (***s***), the year of investment (***t***) and its location (***l***). Each new site can be created at different scales corresponding to different capacities of recycling (***CAPR0***~***rs***~). Eqs. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} describe the formulation of recycling capacity of new recovery plants. Storage capacity in the new sites follows a linear relationship according to recycling capacity Eq. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$CAPRTU_{rstl} = CAPR0_{rs} \times YRSTL_{rsl}^{t - 1},\forall r \in R,\forall s \in S,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$$$CAPRTU_{rsl}^{t = 0} = 0,\forall r \in R,\forall s \in S,\forall l \in L$$$$CAPRT_{rstl} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t}{CAPRTU_{rst'l}},\forall r \in R,\forall s \in S,\forall t,t' \in T,\forall l \in L$$$$CAPST_{rstl} = CAPRT_{rstl} \times \omega,\forall r \in R,\forall s \in S,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$

### 2.2. Waste quantity conservation {#sec2.2}

All the wastes generated at source ***l*** have to be treated completely through either Non recovery (***FWNR***~***wetl***~) or Fibre Recovery pathways. In the Fibre Recovery pathways, wastes can go to the existing sites (***FWRO***~***wrtll'***~) or to the new sites (***FWRI***~***wrtll'***~). Each output flow of each waste type ***w*** at source ***l*** at time ***t*** has to be equal to the waste quantity of that waste type at the same location and period Eq. [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\sum\limits_{e \in \text{E}}{FWNR_{wetl}} + \sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FWRO_{wrtll'}}} + \sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FWRI_{wrtll'}}} = QW_{wtl},\forall w \in \text{W},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$

The waste flows into Non recovery techniques are treated on site because they are considered available at all regions and there is no transportation of these streams according to the results in Ref. \[[@bib1]\]. The recycling process is the same as already presented with two options:-Pretreatment step and recycling process are separated for ***FWROPR***~***wrtl***~ (existing sites) and ***FWRIPR***~***wrtl***~ (new sites);-Direct recycling in which pretreatment can be integrated in function of the adaptability of process ***r*** with waste ***w*** for ***FWRODR***~***wrtl***~ (existing sites) and ***FWRIDR***~***wrtl***~ (new sites).

Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} expresses the mass balance of waste flows in the existing sites. In the deployed sites, wastes can be pre-treated, directly recycled or stored (Eq. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$FWROPR_{wrtl'} + FWRODR_{wrtl'} = \sum\limits_{l \in L}FWRO_{wrtll'},\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall t \in T,\forall l' \in L$$$$\begin{matrix}
{QWRS_{wrl'}^{t + 1} = QWRS_{wrtl'}^{t} + \sum\limits_{l \in L}FWRI_{wrll'}^{t + 1} - FWRIPR_{wrl'}^{t + 1} - FWRIDR_{wrl'}^{t + 1},} \\
{\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall t \in T,\forall l' \in L} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\sum\limits_{l \in L}FWRI_{wrll'}^{t = 0} = FWRIPR_{wrl'}^{t = 0} + FWRIDR_{wrl'}^{t = 0} + QWRS_{wrl'}^{t = 0},\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall l' \in L$$

### 2.3. Capacity constraints {#sec2.3}

The inputs of all waste types are taken into account in the waste treatment capacity of each plant. Therefore, the total waste streams that go into Non recovery techniques are constrained by a maximal value determined by the capacity of these techniques Eq. [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The flow of waste, which is pre-treated separately, is lower than the capacity of pre-treatment which is equal to the total of capacity of all recycling techniques at the same location Eq. [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}. All input streams of each recycling plant are inferior to its capacity Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The total quantity of stored wastes has to be under the storage capacity for each deployed site Eq. [(15)](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{FWNR_{wetl}} \leq CAPEL_{el},\forall e \in \text{E},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{FWROPR_{wrtl}}} \leq \sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{CAPROL_{rl}},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{FWRODR_{wrtl'}} + \sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FIOR_{irtll'}}} \leq CAPROL_{rl'},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{FWRIPR_{wrtl}}} \leq \sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{s \in \text{S}}{CAPRT_{rstl}}},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{FWRIDR_{wrtl'}} + \sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FIIR_{irtll'}}} \leq \sum\limits_{s \in \text{S}}{CAPRT_{rstl'}},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{QWRS_{wrtl}} \leq \sum\limits_{s \in \text{S}}{CAPST_{rstl}},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$

### 2.4. Non negativity constraints {#sec2.4}

All streams of wastes, intermediate products and recovered final products can only take positive values.

### 2.5. Acceptability constraints {#sec2.5}

In this approach, the wastes can be accepted in a waste treatment pathway depending on their relevance to the treatment technique and waste type. Therefore, according to the acceptability index which is a binary parameter (value 1 = accept otherwise 0) waste to technique, the waste streams to each treatment route are restricted by the constraints Eq. [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"}, Eq. [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Similarly, the adaptability of intermediate products after pre-treatment step in recycling technique is under the constraints Eq. [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The constraints Eq. [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"} show the acceptability of recovered product streams to the corresponding market. Besides the types of recovered products, each market requires a minimum quality of products so that they can be accepted to that market. These constraints are shown by Eq. [(23)](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(24)](#fd24){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

*Flows of wastes in the Non-Recovery paths*:$$FWNR_{wetl} \leq XWNR_{we} \times QW_{wtl},\forall w \in W,\forall e \in E,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$

Flows of wastes/recovered products in the existing recovery sites:

*Constraints of recycling techniques and waste types:*$$FWRODR_{wrtl} \leq M \times XWR_{wr},\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$$$FWROPR_{wrtl} \leq M \times XWPR_{w},\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$$$\sum\limits_{l' \in L}FIOR_{irtll'} \leq QIOR_{itl} \times XIR_{ir},\forall i \in I,\forall r \in R,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$*with*$$\ QIOR_{itl} = \sum\limits_{\substack{r \in R \\ w \in W}}\left\lbrack {FWROPR_{wrtl} \times \left( 1 - XPR_{w} \right)} \right\rbrack \times XWI_{wi},\forall i \in I,\forall t \in T,\forall l \in L$$

*Constraints of market locations for the distribution of recovered products:*$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPOPR_{wrpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPOPR_{wrpctll'}}} = FWROPR_{wrtl} \times XPR_{w} \times XPRP_{wp},} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPODR_{wrpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPODR_{wrpctll'}}} = FWRODR_{wrtl} \times RWRP_{rpw}/100,} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPOIR_{irpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPOIR_{irpctll'}}} = \sum\limits_{l" \in \text{L}}{FIOR_{irtl"l} \times RIRP_{rpi}/100},} \\
{\forall i \in \text{I},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$

*Constraints of minimum quality for acceptability in each market for recovered products from recycling techniques:*$$\begin{matrix}
{FPODR_{wrpctll'} \times QLRPW_{wrp} \geq FPODR_{wrpctll'} \times CQL_{cp}} \\
{\forall w \in W,\forall r \in R,\forall p \in P,\forall c \in C,\forall t \in T,\forall l,l' \in L} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{FPOIR_{irpctll'} \times QLRPI_{irp} \geq FPOIR_{irpctll'} \times CQL_{cp}} \\
{\forall i \in \text{I},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l,l' \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{FPOPR_{wrpctll'} \times QLPRP_{wp} \geq FPOPR_{wrpctll'} \times CQL_{cp}} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l,l' \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$

[Flows of wastes/recovered products in the deployed recovery sites:]{.ul}

*Constraints of recycling techniques and waste types:*$$FWRIDR_{wrtl} \leq M \times XWR_{wr},\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$$$FWRIPR_{wrtl} \leq M \times XWPR_{w},\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$$$\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FIIR_{irtll'} \leq}QIIR_{itl} \times XIR_{ir},\forall i \in \text{I},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$*with*$$QIIR_{itl} = \sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}\left\lbrack {FWRIPR_{wrtl} \times \left( 1 - XPR_{w} \right)} \right\rbrack \times XWI_{wi}},\forall i \in \text{I},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}$$

*Constraints of market locations for the distribution of recovered products:*$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPIPR_{wrpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPIPR_{wrpctll'}}} = FWRIPR_{wrtl} \times XPR_{w} \times XPRP_{wp},} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPIDR_{wrpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPIDR_{wrpctll'}}} = FWRIDR_{wrtl} \times RWRP_{rpw}/100,} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}{FPIIR_{irpctll'}}}} \leq M \times XDP_{cpl'},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l' \in \text{L}$$*with*$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l' \in \text{L}}{FPIIR_{irpctll'}}} = \sum\limits_{l" \in \text{L}}{FIIR_{irtl"l} \times RIRP_{rpi}/100},} \\
{\forall i \in \text{I},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$

*Constraints of minimum quality for acceptability in each market for recovered products from recycling techniques:*$$\begin{array}{l}
{FPIDR_{wrpctll'} \times QLRPW_{wrp} \geq FPIDR_{wrpctll'} \times CQL_{cp}} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l,l' \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{FPIIR_{irpctll'} \times QLRPI_{irp} \geq FPIIR_{irpctll'} \times CQL_{cp}} \\
{\forall i \in \text{I},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l,l' \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{FPIPR_{wrpctll'} \times QLPRP_{wp} \geq FPIPR_{wrpctll'} \times CQL_{cp},} \\
{\forall w \in \text{W},\forall r \in \text{R},\forall p \in \text{P},\forall c \in \text{C},\forall t \in \text{T},\forall l,l' \in \text{L}} \\
\end{array}$$

### 2.6. Objective functions {#sec2.6}

#### 2.6.1. Minimisation of total cost (COST) {#sec2.6.1}

The total cost of the system (***COST***) depends on the investment cost for new recycling sites and on all the costs of the system activities Eq. [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In each period, the investment cost (***CINVT***~***t***~) is calculated by Eq. [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Besides the costs of transportation, operation and distribution of recovered products, labour and maintenance costs of deployed sites are included in the cost of activities per year (***CACT***~***t***~). Its components are presented in detail in Eq. [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$COST = \sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{CINVT_{t}} + \sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{CACT_{t}}$$$$CINVT_{t} = \sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{s \in \text{S}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {INV0_{rs} \times YRSTL_{rstl}} \right)}},\forall t \in \text{T}$$$$CACT_{t} = + \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{s \in \text{S}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {OCOST_{rs} \times YRSTLT_{rstl}} \right)}}} \right\rbrack + \left( {\mathit{Other}\ \mathit{costs}\left( {\mathit{labour},\ \mathit{maintenance}...} \right)} \right)$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{YRSTLT_{rstl} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t - 1}{YRSTL_{rst'l}}} \\
{YRSTLT_{rsl}^{t = 0} = 0} \\
{\forall r \in \text{R},\forall s \in \text{S},\forall l \in \text{L},\forall t,t' \in \text{T}} \\
\end{array}$$with$$+ \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{e \in \text{E}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {FWNR_{wetl} \times PNR_{ew}} \right)}}} \right\rbrack + \left( {\mathit{Cost}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{Non}\ \mathit{recovery}\ \mathit{pathways}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}{\left\lbrack \begin{array}{l}
{\left( {FWRO_{wrtll'} + FWRI_{wrtll'}} \right) \times PTR_{w} +} \\
{+ \left( {FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \right) \times PTR0} \\
\end{array} \right\rbrack \times DIST_{ll'}}}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Transport}\ \mathit{cost}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FWRO_{wrtll'} + FWRI_{wrtll'} + FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \right) \times XTR_{ll'} \times PCOM} \right\rbrack}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Compression}\ \mathit{cost}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FWROPR_{wrtl} + FWRIPR_{wrtl}} \right) \times EPR_{w} \times PE} \right\rbrack}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Pretreatment}\ \mathit{cost}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack \begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FWRODR_{wrtl} + FWRIDR_{wrtl}} \right) \times PWR_{rw}} \right\rbrack} \\
{+ \sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \right) \times PIR_{ri}} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array} \right\rbrack}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Cost}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{recycling}\ \mathit{process}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}\left( \begin{array}{l}
{FPOPR_{wrpctll'} + FPODR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPOIR_{irpctll'} + FPIPR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPIDR_{wrpctll'} + FPIIR_{irpctll'}} \\
\end{array} \right)}}}}} \right\rbrack \times DIST_{ll'} \times PTR0} \right\rbrack} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Cost}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{distribution}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{recovered}\ \mathit{product}} \right)$$$$+ \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {QWRS_{wrtl} \times PSTW_{w}} \right)}}} \right\rbrack\left( {\mathit{Cost}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{storage}} \right)$$

*See* [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} *for the related costs.*

#### 2.6.2. Maximisation of Net Present Value {#sec2.6.2}

The Net Present Value is maximised at the end of the project, i.e. the end of the 20th year (***NPV***) Eq. [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The Net Present Value for each year in the horizon time (***NPVTS***~***t***~) Eq. [(39)](#fd39){ref-type="disp-formula"} is calculated by the revenue before tax (***RBTS***~***t***~) expressed by Eq. [(41)](#fd41){ref-type="disp-formula"}, a tax rate (***α***) and a discount rate (***β***). In function of the profitability at each year, the revenue can be taxed Eq. [(39)](#fd39){ref-type="disp-formula"} or not Eq. [(40)](#fd40){ref-type="disp-formula"}, i.e. if recycling activities generate revenue (positive profit), they have to pay tax; if they have no revenue, no tax is imposed.

As the imposed lifespan of a new recycling site is 10 years, the depreciation cost (***DEP***~***t***~) is calculated by equations Eq. [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The profits from recovered products (***REVT***~***t***~) are presented in detail in Eq. [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$NPV = NPVTS_{t = 20}$$$$NPVTS_{t} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t}\frac{RBTS_{t'} \times \left( 1 - \alpha \right) + DEP_{t'} - CINVT_{t'}}{\left( 1 + \beta \right)^{t'}},\forall t \in \text{T~},\text{if~}RBTS_{t'} \geq 0$$$$NPVTS_{t} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t}\frac{RBTS_{t'} + DEP_{t'} - CINVT_{t'}}{\left( 1 + \beta \right)^{t'}},\forall t \in \text{T~},\text{if~}RBTS_{t'} < 0$$$$RBTS_{t} = REVT_{t} - CACT_{t} - DEP_{t}$$$$\begin{array}{l}
{DEP_{t = 0} = 0} \\
{DEP_{1 \leq t \leq 10} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t - 1}\frac{CINVT_{t'}}{10}} \\
{DEP_{11 \leq t \leq 20} = \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t - 1}\frac{CINVT_{t'}}{10} - \sum\limits_{t' = 0}^{t - 11}\frac{CINVT_{t'}}{10}} \\
\end{array}$$(43)$$REVT_{t} = \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FPODR_{wrpctll'} + FPIDR_{wrpctll'}} \right) \times PP_{p} \times QLRPW_{wrp}/100} \right\rbrack}}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{revenue}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{recovered}\ \mathit{products}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{directed}\ \mathit{recycling}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FPOIR_{irpctll'} + FPIIDR_{irpctll'}} \right) \times PP_{p} \times QLRPI_{irp}/100} \right\rbrack}}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{revenue}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{recovered}\ \mathit{products}\ \mathit{through}\ \mathit{intermediate}\ \mathit{step}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FPOPR_{wrpctll'} + FPIPR_{wrpctll'}} \right) \times PP_{p} \times QLPRP_{wp}/100} \right\rbrack}}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{revenue}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{recovered}\ \mathit{products}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{pretreatment}\ \mathit{step}} \right)$$$$+ \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{e \in \text{E}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {FWNR_{wetl} \times RNR_{e}} \right)}}} \right\rbrack\left( {\mathit{revenue}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{non}\ \mathit{recovery}\ \mathit{pathways}} \right)$$

#### 2.6.3. Minimisation of GWP impact (GWP) {#sec2.6.3}

The GWP impact of the system is evaluated from Simapro v7.3 \[[@bib3]\] with ReCiPe Midpoint (H) v.1.06 \[[@bib4]\] assessment method and collected from literature and can be computed by Eq. [(44)](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"} as follows:(44)$$GWP = \left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{e \in \text{E}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {FWNR_{wetl} \times GWPNRU_{e}} \right)}}}} \right\rbrack + \left( {\mathit{Non}\ \mathit{recovery}\ \mathit{activities}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}\left( \begin{array}{l}
{FWRO_{wrtll'} + FWRI_{wrtll'} +} \\
{+ FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \\
\end{array} \right)}}}} \right\rbrack \times DIST_{ll'} \times GWPTRU} \right\rbrack} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Transport}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}\left( \begin{array}{l}
{FWRO_{wrtll'} + FWRI_{wrtll'} +} \\
{+ FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \\
\end{array} \right)}}}} \right\rbrack \times XTR_{ll'} \times ECOM \times 3.6 \times GWPE} \right\rbrack} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Compression}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FWROPR_{wrtl} + FWRIPR_{wrtl}} \right) \times EPR_{w} \times 3.6 \times GWPE} \right\rbrack}}}} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Pretreatment}\ \mathit{activity}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FWRODR_{wrtl} + FWRIDR_{wrtl}} \right) \times GWPWR_{rw}} \right\rbrack}}} +} \\
{+ \sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( {FIOR_{irtll'} + FIIR_{irtll'}} \right) \times GWPIR_{ri}} \right\rbrack}}}} \\
\end{array} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Recycling}\ \mathit{activity}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$+ \left\{ {\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}\left( \begin{array}{l}
{FPOPR_{wrpctll'} + FPODR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPOIR_{irpctll'} + FPIPR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPIDR_{wrpctll'} + FPIIR_{irpctll'}} \\
\end{array} \right)}}}}}} \right\rbrack \times DIST_{ll'} \times GWPTRU} \right\rbrack} \right\} + \left( {\mathit{Distribution}\ \mathit{impacts}} \right)$$$$- \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{e \in \text{E}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l \in \text{L}}\left( {FWNR_{wetl} \times GWPNRAU_{we}} \right)}}} +} \\
{+ \sum\limits_{w \in \text{W}}{\sum\limits_{i \in \text{I}}{\sum\limits_{r \in \text{R}}{\sum\limits_{p \in \text{P}}{\sum\limits_{c \in \text{C}}{\sum\limits_{t \in \text{T}}{\sum\limits_{l,l' \in \text{L}}\left\lbrack {\left( \begin{array}{l}
{FPOPR_{wrpctll'} + FPODR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPOIR_{irpctll'} + FPIPR_{wrpctll'} +} \\
{+ FPIDR_{wrpctll'} + FPIIR_{irpctll'}} \\
\end{array} \right) \times GWPP_{p}} \right\rbrack}}}}}}} \\
\end{array} \right\}\left( {\mathit{Avoided}\ \mathit{impacts}\ \mathit{from}\ \mathit{recovered}\ \mathit{products}\ \mathit{of}\ \mathit{Non}\ \mathit{recovery}\ \mathit{and}\ \mathit{Fibre}\ \mathit{recovery}\ \mathit{pathways}} \right)$$

For transportation, the geographic unit of the model is based on a regional grid. The distance between the regions corresponds to the average distance between their two prefectures ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The model does not consider the intra-mobility in each region. Although each waste type is generated by specific plants, e.g. end-of-life waste from aircraft dismantling site, uncured waste from prepreg/composite production plants, etc., the collection of all waste type in each region is not considered in the model and all of waste in each region is assumed to be available at the same location, i.e. its prefecture. In the same way, the transportation of waste from source to treatment plant and the distribution of the recovered product to market at the same region are not considered in the model.
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